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Subsidised services can have several effects:

1. transport is a service and can be used to redistribute income to
some degree;

2. subsidy can be used to provide full utilisation of the
infrastructure;

3. long run average cost (LRAC) falling for technical reasons -
subsidy and a lower cost of transport and therefore society can
benefit from lower costs;

4. distortions in the economy can take place - public transport
subsidy can counteract these distortions (e.g. company car tax
benefits);

5. benefits beyond public transport users, e.g. subsidies to relieve
road congestion.
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CRITERIA FOR INVESTMENT DECISIONS

John Rickard, Chief Economic Adviser, Department of Transport

John Rickard emphasised he was speaking as an economist, civil
servant and adviser, and not as a politician and that he would not be
making any great revelations for those hoping to hear of a £2 bn
government investment in the Channel Tunnel Rail Link (CTRL).
So with the excitement out of the way, we got back to economics.

Political views do change and each new Secretary of State needs
to understand the rationale behind the decisions; at present this
process is ongoing. The new Secretary of State will begin by asking
questions and make hislher decisions subsequently.

Transport Economics teachers use textbook economic
arguments for subsidising public transport. For example:
1. the price charged is part of a social cost benefit policy;
2. market forces investment criteria are used as in the private

sector.
These represent two extremes in the economics spectrum. The UK
is in the middle with a combination of both.
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Rickard commented on the above points thus:
1. regional railways can receive subsidy to help rural transport but

this is not necessarily a sound policy any longer;
2. capacity utilisation - if the network is heavily used leading to

congestion further use does not need to be encouraged;
3. a new railway line can lead to cost increases and an increase in

LRAC;
4. distortions to be removed;
5. externalities discussed below.

Other Policy Objective
Management efficiency arguments can be advanced for:-

1. subsidised services in part not giving a good return;
2. fiscal objectives can determine who pays - the user or the tax

payer.
The issue of what is the shadow price of transport where no value
given to the Treasury can result in cuts in transport expenditure as a
percentage of GDP.

Economic Objective of Transport Policy
Consumer choice is a prime objective since an element of

choice is a major policy of the present government rather than
central planning. Such a policy must also consider external effects
such as safety (a complex issue), environmental improvement with
reduced pollution and the regeneration of certain areas (e.g.
Chelsea-Hackney line's role in this policy).

Intervention and Private Ownership
The government's policy on privatisation is as much to do with

non-intervention as it is with the free market. In transport, three
modes have been subjected to privatisation thoughts or deeds.

British Airports pic was established to privatise the airports -
where else in the world are major airports in private hands (and has
this brought consumer benefits which public sector ownership would
not have delivered?). British Rail privatisation is a major policy
issue, but will it achieve its objectives of consumer choice? [Bus
deregulation has in the view of many had chequered results but why
has it not taken place in London? "Too big a problem" said Dr
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Rickard and it has not been implemented since 1985 because of
"pressure on the legislative process rather than the failure of
deregulation elsewhere (which it has not been) to provide increased
competition and to reduce costs to the public purse by 16% (which
was worth achieving).]

Subsidies for externalities such as reduced congestion and
regeneration of older areas is acceptable to the Government.

Basis of Investment Appraisal

Roads
These are evaluated using cost benefit analysis techniques

incorporated into the COBA model. The minimum requirement of
recent schemes is a benefit/cost ratio of 2.5:1 or a rate of return of
8%. COBA incorporates in the benefits side journey time savings
(over 80% of benefits), vehicle operating cost savings and accident
cost savings, but environmental factors are not included. If the
benefit:cost ratio is marginal, the scheme may still proceed if there
are environmental benefits.

Railways
The network is divided into two: the social railway includes

Regional Railways (including PTE railways), Network South East,
the London Underground and the Docklands Light Railway
(London Transport). Investment in these is mainly for asset
replacement to maintain standards of service. A cost effectiveness
test is used to decide whether to replace the assets or to patch-up
the existing facility. An underlying question is whether such im-
provements should be paid by users. The commercial railway
should have a minimum 8% rate of return applied to it but it is a
long way from achieving that. Major schemes such as Crossrail have
a cost benefit analysis applied to them, together with financial
appraisal (primarily revenue estimates) and the appraising of
external (primarily environmental) effects, to achieve the required
rate of return. The government will only "subsidise" external
benefits such as reduced road congestion and environmental
benefits.
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Channel Tunnel
Another major area of public sector expenditure in transport is

connected with the construction of the Tunnel. In Phase 1 an
estimated £1.178 bn is required, and has been approved, to improve
the infrastructure to be available by 1993. Phase 2 covers
expenditure at Ashford (international station), on routes north of
London and on parcels networks, but this has not yet been
approved.

The Channel Tunnel Act in any case prevents the government
from investing 'social' funds in the CT and therefore the CTRL.
The purpose of this was to prevent an unequal competitive status for
air and ferry operators compared with the tunnel operators.

The CTRL has been delayed primarily because of
environmental issues which have added to the cost.

British Rail is currently looking at alternative routes and
methods of finance. There could be a public sector project (the Act
does not prevent this) but this cannot receive operating subsidies.
Therefore the capital could be from public borrowing but with no
operating subsidy as this is a commercial operation.

However, if commuter services use the high speed line this
might well reduce congestion on adjacent roads in Kent, thus
providing the same benefits as applied to NSE schemes: external
benefits "subsidised" with service enhancement paid by the user.

Other factors to be considered in determining the final CTRL
route are

environmental impact
regeneration of areas of relatively low economic activity or of
derelict areas (e.g. Stratford, Essex)
agglomeration on the basis that London needs the best rail
service in Europe if it is to compete with Paris, Brussels,
Frankfurt etc. as a financial and commercial centre.

The ferry companies would, of course, object to any subsidy on
CT related services, whether direct or indirect. The European
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Community is also, in general, against subsidy but as in other aspects
of EC life (not least agriculture) political pressures there may well
adapt the policy to include a cost benefit analysis evaluation of
alternative road/rail schemes within a transport corridor (i.e. a form
of integrated or co-ordinated transport policy).

The costs of CTRL were rising and becoming very high said a
member of the audience who quoted a Kent Messenger newspaper
estimate of £10 bn. The French were quoting a £0.75 bn investment
for the TGV Nord. The difference is related to two main elements.
The French scheme goes through open countryside and older
industrial areas. The English scheme goes through areas of dense
housing, high land prices and tunnelling for environmental and
geographical reasons. These all add to the cost but it is mainly a
question of engineering.

The difference in appraisal techniques applied to road and rail
investment largely revolves around the use of consumer surplus.
Road schemes incorporate these surpluses (e.g. in relation to time
values). In the case of railways it is less easy to value externalities
and consumer surplus; there is also a managerial efficiency aspect
because the infrastructure and operations are determined by one
corporation - this is not so with road operations where efficiency is
determined by many operators.

Overall, John Rickard gave us a clear and frank insight into the
economic rationale behind current government transport investment
policies in relation to Britain's links with Europe. He avoided the
political hyperbole and gave us the advisers' view.

Personally, I believe John Rickards has been a valuable member
of the economics brigade in transport and at the Department in
particular. He is moving on to other areas of State and this will be a
loss to the transport economics world but I wish him well in his new
Department.

Report by Stuart Cole, Principal Lecturer (Transport Economics &
Policy), Polytechnic of North London Business School
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THROUGH RAIL SERVICES VIA THE CHANNEL TUNNEL -
THE PLANNING FOR 1993 AND BEYOND

Malcolm Southgate, Director, European Passenger Services, British
Rail

All British Rail planning for the Channel Tunnel has been done
on a commercial basis, as req uired by government. National and
regional planning issues are outside the British Rail planning frame.

Current forecasts of annual traffic levels by 1995 are:
passenger - 15 million single trips
freight - 6.1 million tonnes

To convey this, the intended services from 1993 are:
basic hourly fast passenger services between London and Paris
and Brussels, with peak extras;
limited daytime and night time passenger trains from north and
west of London to the Continent;
27 freight trains each day, rising to 35 by 1995.

The principal objective has been to upgrade existing lines rather
than create new ones. For planning purposes, it has been assumed
that the South East lines will carry the same level of trains as in
1986, though with longer trains to carry the predicted growth in
Network South East passengers.

British Rail are undertaking on core routes a major programme
of works, defined as Phase 1, and approved by Government. These
include track renewals, increase in power supply, improved
junctions for greater flexibility, resignalling and some electrification;
bridge renewals to improve clearances for freight; the terminal at
Waterloo and its approach line; the maintenance depot at North
Pole; and freight exchange facilities at Dollands Moor and
Willesden. A limited number of intermodal freight depots is being
developed across the country, including Willesden and Stratford.
Orders have been placed for 30 high speed international passenger
trains ("Three Capitals"), 30 bicurrent electric locomotives and an
initial batch of low level container wagons. Tenders are out on 8
night trains. The total cost of all this is about £1180million.
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British Rail's Phase II programme totals about £300 million.
This includes the international passenger interchange at Ashford,
currently being considered by the Secretary of State for Transport.
This could be built for opening when the Tunnel opens, if approved
soon. Ordering of the 7 passenger trains for working north of
London is delayed by technical design difficulties.

Financing has not caused any major problems. Difficulties have
arisen mainly because of the complexity of issues needing resolution.

To operate passenger services, British Rail have established a
separate subsidiary, European Passenger Services Ltd. This will
allow proper management accounting for results, together with
separate conditions suitable for the staff necessary to run quality
services. Railfreight Distribution will be responsible for the freight
services. Separate joint passenger and freight business management
units will be set up with Belgian and French Railways; these will
make detailed operating arrangements on the basis of general
agreements already concluded. French Railways will have their high
speed line from Arras to Paris ready from the opening of the
Tunnel, with other facilities; the section between Calais and Arras
will open in Autumn 1993.

Basic freight and London-Paris/Brussels passenger services will
thus operate from opening day, and perhaps night passenger trains.
After 1993 services will be gradually expanded where justified by
commercial demand. Two issues will need particular attention, the
second London terminal and new line capacity. If the King's Cross
Railways Bill receives Royal Assent then it is likely the new complex
will open in 1998/2000. King's Cross is required for increasing
through working and improving connections.

Waterloo can handle 15 million passengers per annum on the
expected traffic patterns. But growth will call for additional London
terminal capacity. More important, links to the north of the South
East and through trains to the Midlands and North both require a
station on the north side of central London.
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The need for a new line has been established. But what form
would it take, passenger only or passenger plus freight? The British
Rail route east of the Medway has been protected for planning
purposes by the Secretary of State, but studies are still in hand on
the route between the Medway and London. W.S. Atkins appointed
as independent assessors on the methodology; but are not
responsible for any conclusions. The BR Rail link project team are
assessing the routes of British Rail, Ove Arup and Rail Europe.
British Rail report to the Secretary of State in Spring 1991.

To conclude: the four years from 1986 were spent preparing for
services through the Tunnel, while now the work is being completed
and the businesses established. From 1993 the businesses will be
developed, while processes will be completed on both Kings Cross
redevelopment and the new line, allowing them to be built in time
for opening at the end of the century.

Questions
Q. What is the difference between British and French investment
criteria?
A. The difference is political - the French are prepared to invest in
new lines when not economic - TGV Nord does meet 8% criteria
though.
Q. Will the journey time be attractive compared with air?
A. New link will mean journey time of 3 hours. With a new link in
the UK the journey time will fall by Y2 an hour. It is unlikely that
there will be a great fall in air prices but there will be very strong
price competition for some markets.

Report by Reg Harman, Planning & Estates Department, Herts
C.C.
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RAIL EUROPE - A CONTINENTAL RAILWAY

John Glover, Colin Buchanan & Partners

The proposal known as Rail Europe began as TALIS (Thames
Alternative Link International System) to link the Channel Tunnel
with Stratford in East London. In Autumn 1989 a consortium of
eight companies was formed to progress the scheme further.

The description is of the preferred alternative, although several
sub-options exist. All would be grade-separated where they crossed
existing railways, use the UIC B + loading gauge as in France and
be electrified to 25 kv.

The route (see figure 1) from the tunnel would:
be parallel to NSE tracks as far as Ashford with a freight
customs clearance yard at Westenhanger.
use the same route as BR at Ashford with an International
Passenger Station (IPS).
run in 23 km of tunnel north of Ashford, through the North
Downs to emerge at Tonge, east of Sittingbourne with a
connection from NSE.
have a bored tunnel across the Medway to Thamesport on the
Isle of Grain.
cross the Thames in an immersed tube and onto Tilbury
Marshes and have a connection with the Tilbury loop and an
IPS at Tilbury for Park & Ride (close to M25).
have a tunnel under Grays, crossing Rainham Marshes on the
south side of the re-aligned NSE Tilbury Line.
be underground from Dagenham to Stratford.

At Stratford there would be connections to the North London
Line (and onward to East and West Coast Mainlines) and to
Temple Mills (see figure 2).
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Direction Daily Paths
Monday-Friday Available Required

International passengers 92 38
NSE Kent Express 66 54
International Freight to

London and beyond 51 39
Sheerness 7 6

Domestic Freight from
Sheerness 5 ?
Thamesport 24 11.

24 hour Total 245 148

The Business Plan identified that the following up line paths
would be required each hour in the off-peak:

4 international passenger (some calling at Ashford, some
Tilbury)
4 international freight
1 international freight to Sheerness
2 Kent Express (NSE passenger)
2 domestic freight (from Isle of Grain)

with an additional domestic freight from Sheerness every two hours.

For freight, UIC wagons would be able to get as far as Temple
Mills plus Sheerness and Tilbury Docks.

During the peak periods there would be six NSE trainslhour,
three each to/from Ashford and Thanet (via the connection near
Sittingbourne- Teynham).

Parcels are also proposed within the Business Plan and
Motorail is still being evaluated.

To maximise the return on the investment RE will seek as much
profitable international passenger, freight and NSE suburban traffic
as possible.

The main proposal put forward is for a two-track mixed
passenger and freight railway. Large radii and a maximum gradient
of 1:90 will allow for running at 200 km/hour (freight at 120
km/hour). Although not as fast as TGV the passenger journey times
to Stratford would be:

Cheriton
Faversham (NSE)
Ashford (NSE)

32 minutes (non-stop)
26 minutes
30 minutes

Stratford has a large number of positive features linking it into
the London rail network:

BR are upgrading the lines through Stratford
Central Line being upgraded
DLR is being extended eastward and southwards
Jubilee Line extended to Stratford
East-West Crossrail is planned.

The daily paths required would be only 60% of the possible
available as indicated:

If there are good onward facilities at Stratford then there is no
need for a terminal at King's Cross. Stratford is also located close
to the City, Mll and East Anglia.

The RE route also has planning benefits to Thamesside in east
London, south Essex and north Kent. The scheme also avoids some
of the environmental dis-benefits in Kent.

Conclusion
Two tracks are adequate with a mixture of freight and passenger

on a high quality link with few environmental costs.
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The House of Lords report on European Community Railways
said there was an urgent need for new railways. It expressed its
reservations about small-wheeled wagons being developed by BR.
Evaluating the costs of extending UIC gauge to the North and
Midlands was being undertaken.

REGIONAL IMPACT OF MAJOR TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

Professor Roger Vickerman, Channel Tunnel Research Unit,
University of Kent

It is hoped that the Atkins study on methodology which
recommends the wider issues to be studied, will be taken into
account.

Although the underlying theme for the day was 'Links with
Europe', this presentation provided a more general view of the
effects which major transport infrastructure have on different
regions.

Discussion
Q. (Peter White) How will the consortium and BR be involved?
A. This was still negotiable. However, the venture would be joint
with BR since they have the agreement on paths with Eurotunnel.
Q. (Martin Higginson) What assumptions have been made about
Waterloo?
A. Nothing in the RE proposals does anything for Waterloo.
Waterloo is likely to continue in some form but difficult to say what
at the moment.
Q. (Reg Harman) Referring to the train path diagrams, what are
the spacings on the TGV and how do they compare?
A. Parameters supplied by BR was 3 minutes but RE decided to
use 4 minutes. Do not know the TGV spacings.
Q. (BR delegate) commented about UIC:

do not require small-wheeled wagons to carry the most
prevalent swap-body freight.

the intermodal trailers are now diminishing in favour of swap-
body therefore the UIC gauge does not give much advantage.
-to get the quality of service right the wagons have to be dedicated
to international service.

whilst accept that conventional wagons will go to Stratford, the
future does not look bright.

The presentation began with an outline of the main geo-
economic areas of Western Europe; some of the economic
similarities between regions within these regions; the extent to which
major infrastructure served these regions; and the consequences
such infrastructure had on regional development.

Discussion then focussed on the Channel Tunnel corridor and
whether the regions which accommodated such infrastructure
benefited directly or if they were by-passed.

Finally, some points were made regarding EC policy and
infrastructure investment.

Report by Laurie Baker, Principal Transport Planner, London
Borough of Camden

Within Western Europe a primary economic belt arcs from the
Genova region in Italy to Manchester in the UK. In general it
follows or parallels the line of the River Rhine. Peripheral to this
belt are other areas which have varying economic fortunes, for
example the Mediterranean Coast, the centre of France and Ireland.
The central belt has developed due to industrial activity based on
the now declining heavy industries. It has been found that within the
central belt some regions experience greater prosperity than others,
and in many instances new regional development is not continued to
the traditional regions. Moreover this new development is related to
'new age' industries which are not wholly reliant on traditional
industrial methods.

An examination of the economic prosperity of the regions within
the belt reveals stark contrasts. For example, it is assumed by many



The development of infrastructure is not normally undertaken
for the sake of providing infrastructure alone, but is supplied to
satisfy another need. Therefore, the prerequisite for providing
infrastructure is the knowledge of what a region produces. In turn
this reflects the type of transport needs that are required. But since
prosperous regions can be regarded as having sophisticated
transport infrastructure systems, it is found developing regions
attract a higher proportion of infrastructure investment.

./f.
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who live outside Kent that the whole county is generally 'rich'. Yet
parts of East Kent are relatively poor in comparison to western
areas of the county. Similarly Belgium has, overall, a fairly high
GDP per capita, but some regions to the east and south of Brussels
experience much lower rates.

The development of the Channel Tunnel inevitably means some
industries will be attracted to its terminal regions. (See Figure 1 for
the location of growth poles and axes of development in Kent and
Nord-Pas de Calais.) It was assumed there would be advantages to
locating near the entrances, but this does not appear to be the case.
Calais made such assumptions, and with encouragement
experienced high levels of business park developments, which are
predominately (75%) owned by UK companies. However, the
letting response has been poor, indicating it may not be sufficiently
beneficial to locate that close to the Tunnel or indeed any form of
major transport infrastructure.

When the supply of infrastructure to regions is examined it
becomes more apparent just where the prosperous centres are. As
the centralisation and concentration of industry has taken place, a
more sophisticated transport infrastructure linking these centres has
developed. Conversely, the less prosperous regions do not attract
similar levels of infrastructure investment. Although the provision of
transport infrastructure rarely provides the impetus to economic
development, the lack of it in a region acts as a constraint to its
economic development. Thus the patterns of infrastructure can
indicate the prosperity of regions.

But patterns of infrastructure also reveal the extent to which a
lack of integration that has existed between regions within Europe
until now. Country borders have acted as important barriers
regardless of the type of transport infrastructure. Thus the
prosperity of one region in one country may not be mirrored by an
adjacent region in another and generally border regions have lower
prosperity than non-border regions in the same country.

Business letting responses at points that are directly connected
to the Tunnel, yet are further away have been more positive.
Furthermore these sites are not, as one might expect, green field
sites, but located in well established towns. Lille, in Northern
France, in this case has proved a success. Having the advantage of
being at a junction of both north west/south east and north
east/south west traffic flows, the town is situated at a distance of
about 120 km from the Tunnel. If a similar locational reaction is
experienced in the UK, Ashford may not be regarded as the best site
for industrial location. Reviewed in terms of distance the Dartford
Crossing area might be a more suitable choice and become a prime
site for development.

Some of the regions with highest inward investment, e.g. Wales,
parts of Spain, will have their peripherality reduced by transport.
The transport system is used as part of the production process which
is very difficult to forecast and therefore the consequent capacity
required.

Such a response re-inforces the view that those regions which lie
next to major transport infrastructure do not necessarily benefit
from it. A case in point is that related to the TG V in France.
Terminal regions have had much to gain due to the improved links.
Regions adjacent to the lines do not necessarily experience any
major growth even though it is they who accommodate it. However,
it should be noted, the development of such links can also
compound infrastructure problems which may already exist at the
terminal centres, in themselves issues that need to be solved.

The European Commission considers infrastructure problems
that are outside the scope of regional or national concerns and may
require its intervention.
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In so far as possible the EC has begun to identify the future
infrastructure needs of the Community. However it does not
propose to subsidise future schemes and therefore major funding
will not emanate from the EC. Funding sources will be the
responsibility of national governments and private sector commerce
and industry. Thus the emphasis on EC infrastructure development
is on investment which is not generated directly from EC funds. So
we see with the Channel Tunnel a scheme which complies with this
criteria.

As the EC moves towards integration there is growing concern
that major infrastructure projects can no longer be viewed in
isolation. Various schemes are now being formulated and
developed across Europe with the intention of contributing towards
Europe's future transport infrastructure needs. Consequently it is
likely the rate of transport infrastructure exPansion will quicken.

The floor discussion related to this presentation was deferred
until the closing debate. As a result questions were not specifically
directed towards the subject presented.

Report by Stephen Anderson, Transport Studies Group, Polytechnic
of Central London

.
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The report also argued that without a London bypass.
acceleration of services and electrification, Brunel's Great Western
Railway would become only a branch line on the European rail
network. South Wales and the West of England would therefore
become peripheral to Europe and largely dependent on the road
links to the Channel Tunnel Shuttle service. Consequently South
East England, it suggested will suffer the congestion and
environmental effects* of the goods and the car traffic generated.

remains. This could well be the effect if parallel rail investment is
neglected.

2. The publication in 1990 of British Rail's initial plans for services
from South Wales and other UK regions to the Channel Tunnel, it is
pointed out that there is growing concern at the links being
timetabled. Just one night passenger train through to Europe from
South Wales and the West Country is all that is planned. All other
journeys will mean changing at London Waterloo.

3. No high speed link even between London and the Channel is
expected this side of the year 2000 and electrification and
acceleration of services to Wales and the West is currently forecast
for even later. Further British Rail has not yet provided any update
on its Regional Channel Tunnel link plans as might be expected
under the Channel Tunnel Act, it has even suspended publication of
its annual Corporate Investment Plan.

THROUGH TO EUROPE - RAIL ROUTES FROM WALES AND
THE WEST TO THE CHANNEL TUNNEL AND THE TOURISM
DIMENSION

David Bruce, Bristol Business School

1. Introduction
This most interesting topic was based on the report published in

January 1991 by the Transport Users' Consultative Committee
(TUCC) for the West of England which concluded in
recommending urgent development of a London by-pass rail route
to the Channel Tunnel via Ashford, Redhill and Reading. This
proposal was considered to be particularly important to South
Wales and the tourism dimension.

2. The Options
In the light of this apparent lack of long term planning and

infrastructure investment by both the Government and British Rail,
the author examined 6 options for the sponsors of the report (the
TUCC) for linking the Western Region Mainline to the Channel
Tunnel and the rest of Europe, each option building on the one
before:

The publication further highlights a number of critical
infrastructure Policy decisions.

1. The Second Severn Bridge for the M4 currently going through
Parliament as a privately built toll road, which would be welcome in
South Wales but the question it should be allowed to divert freight
and passengers off rail onto already over-burdened (other) roads

a) 'DO NOTHING' (i.e. to accept current BR proposals) was
examined as a basis for comparison. These are to take all West
country and South Wales passengers and freight for Europe via
London. Passengers would have to wait to catch a Channel Tunnel
Eurotrain at Waterloo after spending half an hour longer reaching
Waterloo than Paddington. Freight will be regrouped at Willesden
Junction in North West London.

* In the 1990 Government White Paper on the 'Environment' it was
agreed that car travel produces twice as much greenhouse effect as
intercity rail. In total the cars produce ten times as much carbon
dioxide as all public transport altogether.

b) 'UPGRADE SERVICE' on the Ashford-Reading link with
Ashford International Station as the Interchange onto the European
rail network. The 'North Downs' line is already being upgraded and
electrified for freight from Ashford to Redhill but upgraded diesel
services over the slow and tortuous track between Redhill (where
trains have to reverse in and out of the station) and Reading.
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MATRIX OF omaNS

Table 1: Summary of the options and their costs and benefits
MATRIX OF omaNS

Feature
Option

Capital
Advantages Disadvantages Revenue Costs

A) "Do nothing" no extra
3hrs 20mins costs

B) "Service
upgrade"
1hr40mins

time saved
from
through
running

C) "North downs less time
145" equivalent
1hr 25mins for SW;

SWales
some tourist

very slow

still very
slow if
alternatives

too slow
for Midlands,
North, West,
North-west.
Still reversing

small
annual
increase
(2.5%)

little
extra
stock

1.2M
extra
pax.
£8M

Nil except
replacement

extra
rolling

£.SOMfor
track
upgrade

Running
Costs

Financial
Return

Increasing
by labour
cost of
(2.5%)

growing
losses

upon
"do nothing"

greater
losses

less than
"do nothing"

£8M+ p.a.
for £.SOM
cost

depends on
cap.cost.
Goal extra
revenue

D) "Redhill Gatwick construction 400,000 (up to £25M £.SOOOOa
F1yover" 15mins at Redhill. extra for pax) year saved
1hr 10mins more time Still a pax. Also for from speed

saved, change at £2.5M freight
through Ashford revenue
Western
IC Service

E) "Northdowns relatively
Electric" high speeds
1hr lOmins few inter-

changes

F) "TGV high speed
Northdowns" for
45mins business

All figures are illustrative

best to 'Sparks) £20M
link with Effect'.) Electr.
General Elect. Midlands
Reading- effect
Birmingham
Gap

constructional would
& operational generate
impact

very high
?£.SOOM

Positive
Externals

negligible

minor
London
relief

time value
£6M regional
grants etc.
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c) Develop 'NORTH DOWNS 145': to improve the line and
signalling from Redhill-Reading to allow 145 km!h (90 mph)
running. A reversing movement at Redhill would still be required.

The £431 million allowed for in BR's current plans for its first
pre-1993 phase of track improvements in the South East does not
include provision for easing the way of Western region trains from
Reading into Waterloo or allow for any growth in Network South
East (NSE) services.

d) Build a 'RED HILL FLYOVER' to avoid the reversing at
Redhill and accelerate services.

e) Develop 'NORTH DOWNS ELECTRIC': electrified
throughout the route to allow through-Tunnel direct services with
Intercity 225 train sets or the TGV based Channel Tunnel 'Three
Cities' Expresses.

BR's urgent pursuit of a second London terminal at King's
Cross and even the controversial high speed link through Kent,
expresses their worries about capacity. Until the High Speed Link,
BR is assuming that international passenger train paths through
Network South East will be restricted to 4 per hour and even then
freight traffic will be arbitrarily delayed during NSE peak periods.

t) Build 'NORTH DOWNS TGV': upgraded and realigned/rebuilt
to allow TGV speeds of 300 km!h (183 mph) Ashford to Reading.
This option was soon discounted on economic and environmental
grounds.

The cost and benefits of these options as prepared by the author
are summarised in table 1;while the route proposals are shown in
figure 1.

It is recognised that Network South East, NOT THE TUNNEL
ITSELF is the immediate limit on rail capacity through to Europe.
As traffic builds it is likely that demand will be served on a'most
profitable' served first basis. The minimal services to the provinces
beyond London will not be expanded and the London orientation of
the service will grow. The high speed London - Channel link will
tend to exacerbate this process.

3. Conclusions and Recommendations
It is argued that the BR proposals simply send some Western

Region trains from South Wales and the South West direct into
Waterloo. London rail congestion particularly at the junctions with
the West London line and into Waterloo will be increased by the
forecast 3.3 million passengers from the regions which could be
served by the 'North Downs link'.

Continental tourists can only be expected to struggle through to
Wales and the West Country if a good through route is available.
Eurotunnel expects a doubling of numbers of continental tourists,
London must hope that they will not add to its overcrowded hotels
and join the queue for the Tower of London.

These 'unnecessary' London passengers will be added to
existing commuters and Intercity travellers and the other 12 million
or so extra passengers expected from the growth of Cross Channel
(Tunnel) and Gatwick passengers. These figures and the resultant
congestion will only get worse after 1993 unless there is further
major investment to bypass London and/or for London's own
railways.

South Wales as well as the West Country could stand to gain
substantially in economic terms from these tourists, as an immediate
effect of the Channel tunnel will be to divert many of their existing
tourists from South East England to France and the Low Countries.
EuroDisney outside Paris with direct TGV train services, will be a
strong attraction.

4. The Possibility of European Community Grants?
It is suggested that Wales and the South West should seek

European Regional Development and/or transport infrastructure
grants to avert the risk that the current recession will have no proper
upturn for places too remote to benefit from '1992' and the Channel
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Tunnel. These grants would not be precluded by the Channel
Tunnel Act. Mr. van der Miert, European Transport Commissioner
gained approval for a rail infrastructure capital support fund from
Brussels in November 1990. Wales and the West could well
campaign for its expenditure on this London bypass project.

4. The Imposition of Railway Tolls
On passenger revenue alone, a North Downs upgrade with the

Redhill Flyover will have a good return on an additional capital cost
of under £20 million. However the advantages to freight operators
suggest that private funding might be attracted, and tolls imposed.

Significant M25 and London Rail Congestion relief would be
likely benefits. There would be regional development benefits also,
including inbound tourism to the West Country and South Wales
and a counter balance to "overwhelming" tourism in the London
central area would emerge.

This 'toll' would be charged to British Rail in the same way as
Eurotunnel will charge SNCF and BR to run trains through the
Channel Tunnel itself.

A significant improvement in South Wales and West of England
regional accessibility to Channel tunnel and Gatwick Airport at a
reasonable capital cost could be achievable.

Later years would give even better returns as traffic grows.
Regional development grants might also be available but probably
not for elements of the works required for continental through
freight services (precluded by Section 42 of the Channel Tunnel
Act).

Again due to the effects on freight services and (with
electrification) the possibility of serving the English Midlands, North
West, North Wales and Ireland the additional investment in a
REDHILL FL VOYER would be a strong candidate for such a
grant.

Such a toll bridge, though apparently remote from South Wales
could be as important for the railways as the New Severn Bridge will
be for the motorways.

This would provide for 145 km/h (90 mph) services running
throughout and a bypass flyover at Redhill to avoid the need to
reverse for passenger and freight trains and to raise the freight
operating limits to match those of the route to London makes an
attractive and financially justified option.

7. Electrification
Linking this option to Western mainline electrification would be

particularly attractive. Full electrification is estimated to cost £270
million (revalued to 1990 prices and interestingly similar to the
proposed cost of the New Severn Bridge).

In terms of time, Reading would be just 1 hour and 10 minutes
from the Channel Tunnel. Cardiff would be well under three hours
to the Channel and a little over four to Paris. (Current BR plans
give a near six hour journey even travelling at 300 km/h (186 mph)
from the Channel to Paris.)

High speed for business travel to Europe and incidentally
Gatwick, it would provide a viable alternative to North Wales and
the English North West for Channel Tunnel links, if combined with
Reading-Birmingham electrification and acceleration.

8 The South East Bottleneck Problem
Capacity for extra regional trains will exist in the Tunnel itself

while routes through London on Network South East lines remain
the critical constraint.

A passenger contribution to line revenue enough to justify up to
£70 million can be expected. Of this about £20 million could be
justified for the flyover itself. The value to freight users of the
flyover could be reflected in private sector cost sharing of capital
works.

The best option therefore extends electrified links to the
Channel Tunnel: worthwhile in the context of mainline Western
Region electrification to Bristol, South Wales and Birmingham, to
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which it would add its own benefits, and a way of extracting more capacity
from the Network South East system before building the controversial
High Speed Link through Kent and into London.

LINKS WITH THE NORTH

Without specifically directed (particularly rail) investment, there is
little evidence that the Channel Tunnel will benefit Wales or Western
England: tourists from London and the South East will be more likely to
head for France; the anticipated doubling of inbound European tourists
will largely stay in London or when they find London too congested and
unwelcoming cease to come; goods may be imported to Wales from Euro-
central production and distribution centres, leaving a further wave of
redundancies in the Valleys.

Kerry Hamilton, Head of Transport Studies Unit, University of
Bradford

The above views prompted thoughtful and generally favourable
comment for David Bruce, from an informed audience, although the need
for more detailed research on the options was strongly advocated.

Introduction
Ms Hamilton introduced her paper by declaring that she would

be reporting a "negative approach" to the Channel Tunnel. Reasons
cited for this view from the north included a combination of envy of
and disdain for the richer, more favoured south east; mistrust of the
government's transport policies; and a belief that the impact of the
tunnel would be less than claimed by its supporters. The catalogue
of points, often unrelated, sometimes unclear in their message, and
occasionally contradictory is summarised in the following
paragraphs.

Reported by T.S. Mervyn Jones, Middlesex Polytechnic
General Criticisms

The concentration of airports in the south east has brought
misery to the north. The Channel Tunnel will widen the north-south
divide and make the south east's congestion problems worse.
Passengers will be forced on to an overcrowded underground system
at Waterloo. Industries hitherto protected by distance will decline.
Just as the M25 motorway has done, the Channel Tunnel will "shake
up the kaleidoscope of geography".

Government Policies
The Channel Tunnel should be planned strategically, rather

than delegated to a series of separate profit-motivated bodies. It is
regrettable that the Tunnel's private funding has obviated the need
for a regional assessment of its impact. This shortcoming in the
planning for the Tunnel is exacerbated by the division of British Rail
into profit-oriented business sectors. The requirement for British
Rail to pass an 8% test rate of return on new investment was
contrasted with French Railways' (SNCF) ability to anticipate the
build-up of latent demand and construct lines "which would not have
been built at 8% but are now profitable". The use of differing
investment criteria for rail (market) and road (cost benefit) was
criticised; use of the latter for rail would encourage a shift towards
rail transport.

Figure 1: A Proposal for a Rail Route to Wales
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Passenger Demand
Contradictory attitudes to the Channel tunnel's importance

were reported with regard to the level of demand and how it should
be catered for. The tunnel is being over-rated; it wilt' only raise rail's
share of cross channel traffic from 4% to 12%. However, traffic
increases had made the tunnel possible and it will be used to
capacity within ten years. The north is lobbying to be served
adequately. British Rail's proposal only to run through trains
beyond London to cater for those who will not be prepared to
interchange in the capital was deprecated. Through services would
enable the congested transport system of south east England to be
bypassed and increase demand on the underused network in the
north. BR's low demand estimates for through services will become
self-fulfilling prophesies; a 60% market share is forecast for the
south east, compared to 5% for the north west. Double the
proposed number of train sets, fourteen instead of seven, should be
constructed for such services, in particular to cater for tourist traffic.

channel link policies, some attempt at an impartial assessment of
their validity would have been a welcome addition. No distinction
was drawn between political aspirations for alternative, socialist
policies and the necessity of working within existing, Conservative
legislation. Thus, the profit-oriented sectorisation of British Rail
was not only blamed for BR's failure to plan speculative and
perhaps non-viable additional through passenger trains to the north
and extra freight terminals, but the overthrow of such policies was
demanded. So too was the physically unattainable introduction of
the extra through trains from the time of the Channel Tunnel's
opening, together with the extension ofUIC loading gauge to
northern England. The objective of a wider, strategic approach to
links with the Tunnel, incorporating social criteria absent from the
Channel Tunnel Act 1987, may be legitimate; but it is according to
the statute in force that current planning has to take place. A
leavening with realism would considerably have strengthened the
case presented by the speaker.

Freight
Reductions in transit times of 15-30% are expected. Demand

should be encouraged by relaxing the criteria for paying "Section 8"
grants under the Railways Act 1974, for example by allowing the
reduction of lorry traffic on trunk roads and motorways as a
qualification. The small number of private sidings in Britain, a
quarter of the number in France and 15% of the number on the
Deutsche Bundesbahn in Germany was noted. Freight terminals
should be linked into a strategic rail network by means of links from
major to smaller railheads. If the market failed to provide these,
central or regional local government should step in and take the risk.
Intense local opposition to the proposed Port Wakefield intermodal
freight terminal at Normanton was reported. Regret was expressed
that more publicity was attracted to in-fighting between local
authorities wishing to host the new terminal than to the case for a
better overall deal for the north.

Report by Dr. Martin Higginson

Comment
Your reviewer's impression of the paper is that it represented

more of a political than an economic 'view of the north'. Whilst this
may have justified the presentation of many well-known criticisms of
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REPORT OF DISCUSSION of strategy.

Reg Harman (Herts CC):
There is concern over use of the word "subsidy" - to my mind

there is lacking a structural approach to planning infrastructure for
regional objectives. The French and Dutch use this approach. My
view is that infrastructure should be separated from the operating
side of railways as is done on the road system. Rail investment
could be public and/or private - some public funding of services: the
EC transport policies support the idea of grants.

Vickerman:
John Dodgson correct on who bears the risk of infrastructure

investment. It is very different between Channel Tunnel and
Dartford crossing - the downside is taken by the private sector but
with a monopoly. If there is parallel road and rail then there is not a
monopoly.

David Bruce (Bristol Business School):
BR have persuaded me that divorcing infrastructure from

operations could create inefficiences. What is required is a'Rails
for Prosperity' similar to 'Roads for Prosperity'.

Meryyn Jones (Middlesex Polytechnic):
Currently planning is an ugly word with the market approach

being good. But, this only works in the short term rather than the
long term required by infrastructure investment.

Roger Vickerman (Kent University):
Infrastructure investment can involve strategic thinking.

Governments do subsidise infrastructure such as roads to ports or
air traffic control for this reason. We can so easily get "hung up" on
whether other Governments pay more - it is important to look at the
flexibility of funding arrangements. For example, SNCF say how
much an investment is worth to them and then other agencies can
pay a contribution to the difference.

Vickerman:
We should distinguish the big gap between French rhetoric and

French achievement - it should be recognised that the investment is
a last ditch attempt to rescue Nord Pas de Calais. It is true that the
French have a strategic vision. Individual politicians can operate at
different levels - the transport minister can also be a local politician
and therefore builds a bridge between the centre and local. The
subsidy for TGV Atlantique has been justified on political grounds
to bring region back together.

John Chapman (West of England TUCC):
There is a need to get something happening - the longer the

prognostication the greater the costs become. It is endemic in
Britain to explore every avenue for investment, therefore we never
succeed on any appraisal.

Bruce:
Main difference in the French system is the timescale with the

administrative system supporting - a debate in front of the Prefet
and underpinned by good compensation. There is no inter-
departmental wrangling and any administrative differences can be
sorted out by Ministers.

John Dodgson (University of Liverpool):
We do not know the effect of transport investment on

development and eccentric ideas can be suggested such as Liverpool
Land Route. This shows up the commercial remit for BR with
traffic having to be aggregated. The appropriate body would be
regional government. The extra congestion in the SE, the
Government's role to spread the benefits - follows Vickerman's view

John Glover (Colin Buchanan & Partners):
The adversarial political system means that in transport industry

it is important to get the correct solution because of long term
impacts.

Martin Higginson:
The planning of new infrastructure can only be done

incrementally - engineering feasibility, political and social impacts.
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Does not think the case is improved by asking for something that
cannot yet be achieved.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Kerry Hamilton (Bradford University):
No strategic plan exists for getting to the north - patterns

emerge which will reinforce the infrastructure that is built. There is
a need for a strategic plan to look at what the North and West can
offer. It is not speed of journey that is required, but guaranteed
delivery times.

Dear Editor

Caught in the Act?
Some of your readers may have been confused by a reference on

page 13 of your Spring 1991 issue, attributed to me, to Section 170f
a non-existent "1990 Act" offering "grants for anything". Perhaps I
may clarify the matter?

Bruce:
I am not saying that investment should be in regions instead of

the SE - if no long term view of national transport needs to keep the
national network in balance then there will be increasing distortion.
Every step must be incrementally worthwhile!

The statute in question is, in fact, the Ministry of Transport Act
1919 (clearly Imust learn to articulate dates more precisely when my
words are being recorded!).

Vickerman:
1. Recent experience is that the economic recession is having

worst effects in the SE which may change the view on north-south
Issues.

2. Agglomeration issue is important - the role that London
plays in the UK economy by virtue of its role in the world economy.
Anything that debilitates London in respect of other countries can
have knock-on effects in the rest of the country.

After various repeals, Section 17 now reads:
"The Minister may, subject to the approval of the Treasury, make
advances out of the moneys provided by Parliament to any authority,
company or person, either by way of grant or by ways of loan, or partly
in one way and partly in another, and upon such terms and conditions
as he thinks fit for any of thefollowing purposes:
a) The construction, improvement or maintenance of railways, light
railways,or tramways:
c) The construction, improvement or maintenance ofharbours, docks
orpiers:
d) The construction, improvement ormaintenance of canals or
inland navigations:
e) The promotion and improvement of transport services by land or
water:
Provided that the Ministershall not make an advance exceeding one
million pounds at anyone time for the purpose of any work, unless
specially authorised to do so by a Resolution of the House of
Commons."

Sub-section (b), now deleted, related to road schemes and was
superseded by the Local Government Act 1966. Civil air transport
does not seem to have been anticipated by the legislators of the day.
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Unless any of your readers know better, there appear to be no
particular rules laid down by the Government to restrict payments
under this statute, unlike those which have been drawn up to nullify
the utility of Section 56 of the Transport Act 1968. Some case law is
needed to discover how applications under the terms of the 1919
Act would be treated - and particularly to discover whether revenue
support would be covered by the phrases "maintenance of railways"
and/or "promotion of transport services".

Yours faithfully,
John Cartledge
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